One of the challenges of the genomic era is the validation and quality assessment of data deposited in databases. Unfortunately, users of databases are not fully aware of the limitations of the experimental techniques used to generate these data sets or the subjective interpretation of the data by the depositor. In the case of models of protein structures deposited in the PDB (RCSB), there is significant validation efforts carried out. However, all current validation tools compare the deposited model to an ideal scenario (both in terms of chemical knowledge or agreement to experimental data). An ideal structural model hence is one that will have ideal geometries and perfect agreement with other known chemical knowledge and to experimental data. Since, most models are a result of least squares minimization (in some form or another), and the information of this 'ideal' is used in minimization; one can argue that validation is simply checking how wellthe minimization process worked. We decided to take a different approach. Using a combination of standard statistical techniques and some assumptions we argue that the average structure in the PDB is average. We then proceeded to determine possible attributes that contribute to deviations from the average. This analysis resulted in several interesting findings. In the presentation, I will elaborate on the advantages of this methodology in its ability to point us towards experimental methods to improve the average (statistical oxymoron?), further work that needs to be done to fully exploit the method (including redundancy and R-sym in the equations for quality), and what additional information should be deposited to make the data more useful to the scientific community.
Keywords: structural accuracy, protein database, erroneous structures This paper presents two generic approaches that predict the world's best organic non-linear optical (NLO) compounds. The results arise from a data-mining project that drew its source data from the Cambridge Structural Database, the world's resource of all published organic crystal structures. We undertook two complementary systematic data-mining strategies to realise these predictions: (a) construction of a new data-mining tool, coded with mathematical algorithms derived from the area of decision mathematics. This enabled one to systematically search the entire database for certain fragment types or other aspects of a molecule that are known to be of key importance in existing industry-tested organic NLO materials (certain electron donor-acceptor pairs, conjugation lengths, optimum conjugation pathways, etc); (b) semi-empirical MOPAC calculations that use the molecular geometry of each crystal structure in this database, duly optimised, to predict the value of μ and β, a measure of the NLO effect. There is a very high correlation between these two very separate approaches, which provides us already with good confidence that these predictions are valid. Furthermore, the fact that we have found that several of these predicted top 100 molecules have already been patented as NLO materials demonstrates that several of these molecules are certainly very useful for the NLO industry. Complementary to the above studies, we have also conducted crystallography experiments on several NLO materials: both conventional crystal structure analysis and high resolution charge-density studies. In the latter respect, we calculate the optical properties (μ, α, β, γ) using X-ray constrained wavefunction fitting and compare these to values obtained using traditional multipolar refinement.
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The crystal structures of para-acetanilides analysed systematically Over the last two decades small molecule X-ray crystallography has become an important tool for the detailed investigation of the solid state with the ultimate aim to understand the (supra)molecular assemblies in crystal structures. The systematic study of crystal packing patterns together with the application of solid state energy calculations can provide an improved insight into the solid state assembly providing feedback for design and prediction procedures. Libraries of closely related compounds comprise suitable systems for such an analysis since the core structure and its interactions remain the same so that variations in the crystal packing can be directly associated with substituent effects. Para-Substituted acetanilides comprise a pharmaceutically important group of molecules; in particular the compound p-hydroxy-acetanilide (aka paracetamol) has attracted exceptional interest. A thorough understanding of substituent effects on crystal packing is hence highly desirable with respect to the utilisability of these compounds. The program XPac [1] has proved to be an excellent tool for the search of common structural patterns in solid state assemblies and was thus used for the systematic cross-comparison of the crystal structures of a series of parasubstituted acetanilides. Supplementing this information a variety of lattice energy calculations were performed comparing ab initio (CRYSTAL06) with semi-classical density sum (OPiX) methods. The results of this systematic study are presented and discussed.
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